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Welcome from the Head of VI Form
The VI Form is an incredibly exciting and challenging time in our pupils’
development. While starting to specialise academically, pupils are able to
undertake thrilling new experiences and take on significant responsibilities
within the school. They also turn their thoughts to life after school,
discovering paths that will lead them to becoming successful professionals
in the future.

Completing the VI Form at Peponi School enables our pupils
to enter the world as confident, mature and skilled young
adults, ready for the challenges that await them in international
study and careers.
Our pupils are able to learn in a tailor-made, high quality
environment. Boarding pupils live in the superb new senior
houses, in which their individual rooms and common areas
dedicated to quiet and sociable relaxation create a ‘home away
from home’ feel.
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On the teaching side of the campus, pupils work alongside
excellent teachers in well-equipped classrooms, laboratories and
in the David Marshall Library.
This all makes for a vibrant and challenging two years. Through
study and leisure pursuits, Peponi pupils are encouraged to take
responsibility and achieve things they never thought possible.
Kathryn Lewis
Head of Sixth Form
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Academic Direction
The British Curriculum followed at Peponi requires pupils to take four
subjects in Lower VI (Year 12), reducing to three subjects in Upper VI
(Year 13).

At Peponi, we offer a broad range of subjects:
•
•
•
•
•

Mathematics
Further Mathematics
Biology
Chemistry
Physics

•
•
•
•
•

Computing
Psychology
Economics
Business Studies
Geography

This curriculum encourages pupils to start to specialise their
interests and skills in preparation for university and future
careers, while keeping a number of future options open.
A Levels are challenging qualifications that develop a deep
understanding of the subject and we have high expectations for
the work ethic of our pupils – they need to commit not only
their study periods to concentrated work, but also significant
time in evenings and weekends.

•
•
•
•
•

History
Religious Studies
English Literature
French
Spanish

•
•
•
•

German
Physical Education
Music
Art & Design

But they are by no means on their own – they are supported by
a team of teachers with specialised skills and knowledge, and
by the Head of Sixth Form who, together with the pupil’s tutor
oversee their progress. We track pupils’ work carefully: grades
are reported to parents twice each half term and a full written
report submitted at the end of each term. We work closely with
pupils of all abilities to help ensure that they are on track to
achieve their full potential.

“Sixth Form has been challenging,
but I have received steady support from
my teachers.”
Upper VI (Year 13)
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Pastoral Growth
Pupils are placed in VI Form tutor groups, with Upper Six and Lower Six
mixed together. Our tutors are senior teachers at the School and are able to
provide the additional guidance that each pupil needs.

The House system, central to life at Peponi, continues in the
Sixth Form, with Housemasters and Mistresses working closely
alongside senior pupils in leading and organising their House.
The Headmaster also appoints the Head of School, the Head
Boy, the Head Girl, and a team of prefects.
We look to these pupils to be inspirational role models for the
rest of the School, and are proud of the responsibility and
maturity that our pupils show in these positions.

“The only people who want you to
succeed more than you are your parents
and teachers.”
Upper VI (Year 13)
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Sport

“One thing I will miss is the
beautiful campus.”
Upper VI (Year 13)

Our pupils enjoy two afternoons of sport each week, and while this is
undoubtedly a chance to relax and enjoy the School’s impressive sports
facilities after time spent on academic work, it’s also a time for fresh
challenges. Peponi has built an impressive reputation for sporting prowess
over the last decade, and our pupils continue to strive for more. In this,
they are joined by a team of specialised coaches who understand how to
motivate and hone their teams’ skills.
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The President’s Award

Model United Nations

The Gold level of the President’s Award enables young adults to develop
their skills and values through community service, skills and physical
exercise. The expedition section of the award is challenging, but hugely
enjoyable for our pupils: working in small teams, they learn to support
each other in achieving great heights - quite literally, as recent Gold award
expeditions have included ascents of Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount
Kenya.

The ability to work collaboratively with others, to advise, persuade,
research and present – these are skills that are at the heart of professional
success. For this reason, we consider the Model United Nations
programme to be hugely beneficial for pupils at Peponi School.
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Not only is participation in the annual East Africa Model
United Nations conference a stimulating and exciting
opportunity for pupils to test their skills, they also have the

opportunity to research world issues in detail, develop their
public speaking skills and argue their case incisively through the
school’s own preparation programme
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Careers & University Applications

“In Peponi, I have made friendships
that I will cherish forever.”
Lower VI (Year 12)

‘What do you want to do next?’ is a question that is always up for discussion
in the VI Form. Answering this question is key to identifying the skills and
experience that pupils need to build in order to gain successful entry to the
university course and career of their choice. The Head of VI Form is at
the heart of this conversation, ably advising pupils on ways forward that
are both ambitious and realistic. Time is set aside in Years 12 and 13 during
which pupils move from considering possible routes and getting advice
from the Peponi network of professionals, to making applications that will
enable them to achieve their ambitions.
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Looking Back
We realise how precious the VI Form is in a young person’s life. During
these two years, our pupils learn to take their place alongside adults; they
develop their career focus and ambition. We expect our pupils to work
harder than they have ever worked before, but we also know that these
are years that pupils will remember for the rest of their lives. By creating
an environment that is challenging yet supportive, stimulating yet rooted
in strong values, Peponi School provides the environment in which our
pupils develop their intellect, initiative, and interests – and from which
they take fantastic memories for the future.

“Peponi is my home away from home.”
Upper VI (Year 13)
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P. O. Box 236, Ruiru, 00232
Tel: +254 (20) 354 6456, 258 5375
Cell: +254 (0) 722 287 248, 733 615 193
Email: info@peponischool.org
www.peponischool.org
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